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'Magic, 3 'Spellbound 'maturity shows

as jazz albums escape commercialism
iV-"- i He-
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Columbia Records recently celebrated
Thanksgiving with the release of a bundle of
new jazz albums. It is somewhat of a surprise
that two of the best are Magic, Billy
Cobham's latest, and Spellbound by
Alphonso Johnson.

Magic is easily Cobham's best work since
his first two albums. Spectrum and
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worth living alter all. I had gotten off easy.
Infectious mononucleosis is a potentially

serious viral infection that is at least three times
more likely to hit college students than other
young adults.

U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) studies
suggest that close to 100,000 college
undergraduates contract mono each year.

"The numbers are big enough to make it an
important disease," Dr. Paul Feorino was quoted
as saying in Consumer Reports. "And although
it's usually it has considerable impact
in terms of lost academic time."

M ononucleosis is caused almost certainly by the
Ebstein-Bar- r (EB) virus, which causes
lymphocytes to become greatly enlarged and
diminished in their ability to fight off other
infections. Once a person has mono, he becomes
immune to it.

"When students come to college, maybe 30

percent are already immune to mono," Dr. Ruth
H offman of the Student Health Service says. "But
then they are crowded together in labs, classes,
dorms. Those who are not immune to mono are
exposed to it."

The usual symptoms of mono are sore throat,
fever, swollen glands at the back of the neck and a

general fatigue. Many myths surround the
symptoms and their cure.

Some college students believe that fatigue

causes mono. Mike Lockerby. a senior in

interdisciplinary studies, had mono during the
spring semester of his junior year. "1 think it was
caused by a combination of studying for mid-

terms and unwinding before and after," he says.
Hoffman disagrees: "Fatigue is a symptom, not

a cause. There seems to bean increased incidence
of mono in people whose bodies are run down, but
this is because they can't fight the infection."

Another myth is that mono is extremely
contagious. "When I had mono, people treated me

like a leper," Lockerby says. "They stayed six feet
away. I fell like I had a scarlet letter on my
forehead. I went around to all my friends and
asked if they had any that I could
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stand out. Maunu sounds like a latter-da- y Al
DiMeola he positively flies on "On a
Magic Carpet Ride." Batiste's presence is a
key to the success of the album. His work
lends a jaunty air which complements the
heaviness of Cobham's drumming. This is

most evident on "Puffnstuff." the best cut on
the record. Batiste's clarinet combines with
Mark Soskin's work on acoustic tack piano
to set up the cute, infectious melody. It may
be cute, but it is Cobham
himself contributes a break for hamboning
and scat singing. "Puffnstuff' shows that
Cobham remembers that fusion jazz, despite
its rampant pretensions, can still be fun.

Cobham's drumming is, as usual,
sensational. Joachim K uhn also makes a fine
guest shot on keyboards. Magic is a good
album, and it is reassuring to see an artist,
once thought lost to the temptations of
commercialism, regain his integrity.

Spellbound is Alphonso Johnson's third
solo release since his departure from bass
duties with Weather Report. He also seems
to have matured musically. For one thing.
Spellbound is not a superstar session
(designed to attract buyers by way of name-droppin-

like his others. Johnson has
settled down to a quartet format: Clyde
Criner on keyboards. Kevin Shireve on
guitars. David Igelfield on drums and
Johnson on basses, electric stick and
"effects." Pat Thrall sits in for some

Magic
by Billy Cobham

By ERNIE HOOD
Billy Cobham: Magic

Alphonso Johnson: Spellbound

Crusswinds. Since those days when he was
fresh from his stint in the original
Mahavishnu Orchestra, his music has
bogged down considerably. He has made
unfortunate concessions to the disco sound
and gained a large follow ing in the process.

With Magic, however, Cobham has
returned to the freshness and originality of
his earlier releases. Magic is characterized by

a new maturity and confidence. It seems that
he finally has found himself as a leader, a

composer and a musician.
Cobham's band on the album is not

composed of big-na- musicians, but they
deserve to be. Pete Maru on guitar and Alvin
Batiste on clarinet (yes. clarinet!) especially

Spellbound
by Alphonso Johnson

devastating guitar solos.
Johnson's compositional abilities have

improved. "Bahama Mama" sounds much
like his work with Weather Report, and is

probably the high point of the album.
"Earthtales Suite" is an intricate, challenging
effort.

There is some very interesting music on
Spellbound. It is a shame, however, that
Johnson continues to include vocals on his
records. Like most of the singing these days
in an electric ja7 context, it simply does not
fit. Johnson's singing is weak, and his lyrics
are best forgotten. It is a relief when the
instrumental, which are uniformly good,
take over again.

Johnson and Cobham are both masterful
musicians. It is a pleasure to know that with
Spellbound and Magic both are developing
into composers and bandleaders on a level
with their instrumental talents.
Records provided courtesy of Record
Bar.
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take out and infect."
In fact, mono is not very contagious. It can be

caught through kissing but not from a brotherly or
sisterly peck. There has to be a transmission of
saliva, Hoffman says.

Dropping out of school is seldom necessary. "It
hit me at a time when everything else was going
wrong," Lockerby says. "I didn't have the energy
to do anything. I just felt like dropping out of
school, shutting myself up in my room and lying

around forever. That feeli ng lasted for about three
weeks."

Dr. L. W. Holdenofthe University of Colorado
Student Health Service says in a pamphlet on
mono: "Some students, particularly those who are
depressed, become discouraged and panicky and
withdraw from school needlessly. Only a few
students find it necessary to drop out. Most are
able to make the extra effort necessary to make up
their academic work."

Dr. William A. Nolen writes in Mademoiselle
that mono can sometimes be used as a crutch:
"College students who are bored with studying,
afraid of examinations, fed up with the whole
college scene will sometimes use mono as an
excuse to drop out of the rat race. Studies show
that athletes, anxious to get back to their teams,
recover from mono much more quickly on the
average than do students with no comparable
ambitions."

Some students may have mono without
knowing it. The incubation period is anywhere
between three weeks and three months, Hoffman
says. "I've seen three patients who I'm sure had
been incubating mono for six months. 1 don't
know whether there are precipitating stresses that
bring mononucleosis to the front after the
incubation period; that's a questionable area."

H olden says the onset of mono is indefinite,
similar to the beginning of other infectious
diseases, and lasts three to five days.

Next comes the active stage in which the patient
begins to complain of the typical mono symptoms.
"I went to our doctor at home," Lockerby says, "I
thought I had a throat infection. I was sleeping
something like IS hours a day. I usually eat like a
horse, but at that time, I was down to normal-size- d

meals. That was a telltale sign."
How long the fatigue remains after the other

symptoms disappear varies from patient to
patient. "Your body will tell you very well what
you can do," Dr. Richard H. Meade, chief of
pediatric infectious diseases at Boston Floating
Hospital, was quoted in the A'eiv York Times.
"Pay attention to what your body tells you. When
you feel able to do something, there's no harm in
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Democrats low
in consumer protection

A Daily Tar Heel editorial noted Monday
that all members of the N.C. Congressional
delegation who were ranked at the bottom of
a Congress Watch consumer protection
scale, with the exception of Walter Jones,
were Republicans. We should have pointed
out that L. H. Fountain and Charles
Whitley were Democrats at the bottom of
the scale.

Three centuries old?

Jethro Tull fans and English history
scholars shrieked when they read the cutline
in the DTH Monday with a picture taken at
the Tull concert in Greensboro Wednesday.
The caption identified a nattily dressed,
flute-beari- character as Jethro Tull. The
flutist-vocali- st depicted was actually Ian
Anderson. Other than a popular rock group,
Jethro Tull was an English agriculturalist
who lived in the late 17th century. He is dead,
but the group still survives and, as evidenced
by their performance, is doing well.
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Christmas
Comes To

THE PAINTED BIRD
Chapel Hill's International Marketplace

Tuesday and Wednesday
November 29 and 30

NIGHTSHIFT

405 W. Rosemary St.
967-905- 3

We invite you to come and choose
from our unique selection of items
for the Holiday Season including
handcrafted gifts from around the
world. Guatamalan Indian
weavings, sashes, purses, shirts,
dresses. . .and lots of great warm
woolens ... ponchos, jackets,
pullovers, footwarmers & gloves.
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TICKETS FROM THt 1AND IN HIS FIRST TOUR ALL SEATS

RESERVED

Advertise
in the Daily Tar Heel $7AND$8 mwi rTW7rri

Held
Stop by and see

our Christmas display
in the Carolina Union.

FRIDAY. DEC. 16th. 8 P.M.- TICKETS ON SALE AT --
GREENSBORO COLISEUM BOX OFFICE

AND BELK'S IN CHAPEL HILL

Over
6th
Wkl

Tfie Paiirfei BiriGEORGE BURNS W
JOHN DENVER SV7T t. FRANKLIN STREET - AMBER ALLEY. . . ,r7JFrjmF92

14 JatULaaWamjr fMfcCHAWEL HILL. NORTH CAROLINA 2751

ilear Held
Over
3:00
5:00
7:00
9:00YOU HAVE SEEN GREAT

ADVENTURES. YOU ARS ABOUT TO
UVEOMLj

m COLOR

A UNIVERSAL Picture Technicolor M C
More than a movie. JlliA

'i'iiYi' rCHAPEL HillYULETIDEFM 107 WDBS Clastic Theatre
Cary Grant, Irene Dunne ,

TREE LIGHTINGnar in

"The Awful Truth" rk..CEREMONY
JNCNtftA. tOUMAir

M7ttM &
Old Well Music Box

Plays "Hark the Sound"
in antique finish wood . .COMMUNITY SING

HELD OVEr;f 4th WEEK I James Caan Genevieve Bujold
Today, Nov. 29, 1977

5:15 to 6:00 p.m. 1LMPacinois (BEFORE THE CHRISTMAS
PARADE)

IN itlulianiComing:
Close Encounters
of the 3rd Kind

Starts Friday:
I Never Promised You
a Rose Garden

Downtown Franklin Street

NOW
SHOWING
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UNIVERSITY
SQUARE

WEST FRANKLIN STREET
DOWNTOWN CHAPEL HILL

Featuring the Chapel Choir
of University Baptist Church

Pamela Poulin, Director
Accompanied by Don Eagle & Stace Webster

when thi lights turned oft...

, ,, the kids turned onl

SHOWS
2:15
4:00
5:45
7:30
9:15
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SPONSORED BY THE MERCHANTS
OF UNIVERSITY SQUARENOW

SHOWING

Duke University
Graduate Program

in
Health Administration

MHA Program

management with a strong business emphasis

Russell Danielson UNC Class of '76 will be on
campus Tuesday morning, November 29, to meet with
students interested in the 2-y- ear MHA program. Contact
Career Planning and Placement at UNC for more details
and to sign up for an information session.
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5:15 if '
8:30 j

: J Midnight

Allen & OUara Dev., Inc.

Management
Aesthetic Hair Styling
Arthur DeBerry& Associates,

Northwestern Mutual Life

Biscuit ville

Builder's Federal Savings & Loan
Central Carolina Bank
Chapel Hill Barber Shop
Chez Condor et Restaurant

DOUBLE

Kenan Transport Co.
Ken's Quickie Mart
Knit A Bit
Little Professor Book Center
Looking Glass Cafe
Morton's Antiques & Fine Arts
Poe Reality
Ray & Company of Chapel Hill

Rural Practice Project
Sharpe's Formal Wear
The Shoe Doctor, Shoe Repair Shop
Sweetings, Fine Ladies'

Shoes & Boots
Swensen's Ice Cream Factory
The Tailor House
Universal Printing & Publishing Co.
University Opticians

FEATURE
BEAUTIES
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3:05
7:15
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1:00
5:10
9:20 X"1- - Beauties

...that what

Circle Tours
CogswelVHausler Associates, Architects
D's Hallmark Corner
Falconer Agency, Insurance
Fincolor Photo Center
Fine Feathers
T. L. Kemp Jewelry
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